"How will the artwork survive outdoors?"

The prints are made for outdoor exposure with a lifespan of 6 years plus.

"Is the artwork permanent?"

Once the frames are installed they will be changed out periodically with different artwork to allow for a new look each time. This benefit is a small fractional cost compared to the replacement of a painted mural.

"I'm an artist, how can I participate?"

If you're an Oxford resident and local artist, you can download our guidelines on the Oxford Arts Alliance's website, then email art@oxfordart.org with 3-5 images of your artwork for consideration.

"I'd love to sponsor this project. How can I?"

If you would like to make a donation to this program, please mail a check made payable to Oxford Arts Alliance with "The Outdoor Gallery Project" in the memo to PO Box 313, Oxford PA, 19363.